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Research Summary 

The goal of this research is to develop a method to determine the spatial architectural features of 

landscape-parks in Northern Netherlands from the period 1800 to 1850.  

The unfamiliarity of the landscape-architectural characteristics of historic parks, gardens and their 

landscape architects is the reason that the landscape-parks in Northern Netherlands are inadequately 

valuated and archived. The publication Roodbaards Rijkdom (2012) focused for the first time on more 

than 150 landscape-parks. The vast majority of the parks were designed by Lucas Pieters Roodbaard 

(1782-1851). The 34 original drawings by Roodbaard, which are today still preserved, form a valuable 

source of information about the spatial architectural features of landscape-parks. Because of the 

absence of a legend in these drawings it is difficult to interpret them. This research will develop and 

compose a comprehensive legend for these 34 design drawings. The developed legend will help to 

determine the architectural qualities of Roodbaard’s landscape-parks and can be used to attribute 

other anonymous landscape-parks to this architect.  

Despite, the publication Roodbaards Rijkdom determined that certain regions in Northern Netherlands 

contain a collection of landscape-parks, that are mostly located on the peat lands in between the clay-

region of the Northern Waddencoast and the higher located sand-plateau of Drenthe. By researching 

historic maps, the specific characteristics of the local landscape-parks (heritage-parks) and the 

regional heritage (heritage-biotope) are exposed. This research will prove if the characteristics of the 

different regions can be linked and thus form an interregional green heritage (heritage-landscape). 

Based on these characteristics another legend will be developed, which can be used as an additional 

resource to determine the value of green heritage as described in the publication Richtlijnen 

tuinhistorisch onderzoek, voor waardestellingen van groen erfgoed (2012) by the Cultural Heritage 

Agency of the Netherlands (RCE). 
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Main Question:  
How can the spatial architectural 

features of the landscape parks be 

characterized and suitable to value on 

local level (heritage-park), regional 

level (heritage-biotope) and 

interregional level (heritage-

landscape)? 

  



 

Research Methods  

This newly developed method would give guidelines for the valuation of green heritage (local, regional 

and interregional) based on cartographic visualization of certain style characteristics, summarized in a 

legend (symbols and explanations). The DNA-method, developed by N0.0RDPEIL in 2005, is used to 

make a distinction between specific physical and architectural characteristics; green (plants and trees), 

blue (water), grey (roads and paths) and red (constructions). The newly method can also be applied 

to the works of other landscape architects.  

For the valuation of the landscape-parks (heritage-parks), the regional heritage (heritage-biotope) and 

the interregional green heritage (heritage-landscape) a comparison will be made between the 

characteristic historical features of historical maps and designs and the current height maps (Actueel 

Hoogtebestand Nederland, AHN) of the Netherlands. 

 

Deliverables:  

- Original maps and legend (symbol 

and explanation) of the landscape-

park designs of L.P. Roodbaard 

- Maps and legend of the 

characterization of the heritage-

biotope and  the heritage landscape in 

the Northern Netherlands 

- Maps and legend for valuation of the 

heritage-parks, the heritage-biotope 

and the heritage-landscape 
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